
“We strengthen spaces with art, passion and beauty”
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We design and materialize architecture and interior design projects with art that satisfy the needs and 
expectations of our clients, providing creativity, quality, beauty, and the highest professional and human 
commitment.

Interior Design Project for TORRE EL FARO, Buenos Aires – ARG

LUCCHETTA + Partners  I  studio

LUCCHETTA  + Partners is an internatio-
nal rm with more than 20 years of recog-
nized experience in the high and mid 
luxury Hotel, Residential and Corporate 
segments.

Hotels & Residences

With a solid experience in projects of different scales and 
demands, and with more than 110,000 m intervened in, 
Lucchetta+Partners is one of the most prominent rms in 
high-level interior design.

We provide functional, aesthetic and design solutions for 
companies and individuals. We work with the most impor-
tant brands, equipment and materials, ensuring the total 
satisfaction of our clients and completing the projects within 
the agreed deadlines.

Contract & Project Management

Our extensive experience as specialists in contract and project 
management allows us to resolve all aspects of the projects 
right from the concept design stage, including manufacture, 
purchases, storage, transportation, import, installation, 
supervision and startup.

We also have presence, experience and work capacity at an 
international level, thus ensuring the highest standards of 
quality and service.

Special projects & Strategic partners

The research, evaluation and creation of new products and/or 
construction solutions for the architecture and interior design 
markets are a most relevant area in our rm.

Working with suppliers that trust in our experience, in each 
project we provide the added value of sustainable materials 
and processes that contribute to the protection of the environ-
ment and the future generations.

Corporate Interior Design & Branding

We are specialists in the development of corporate architec-
ture and workspace projects, in which we also incorporate 
the brand manuals of each company. We work in close 
collaboration with the marketing teams to achieve solutions 
with a high commercial and functional impact.

Projects for boats & yachts

Since 2021, we have expanded our services in the eld of 
nautical interior design for medium and large-scale vessels. 
We work with international suppliers and installers, and 
provide customized and exclusive solutions.

Brokers, builders & developers 

Our studio is also a consultant and provider of interior design 
services for other rms (architectural rms, brokers and 
developers). We bring ideas and added value to their projects 
in order to improve their commercial products and increase 
their pro tability potential.

Art consultancy 

Considered an authority within the Interior Design with Art 
segment, we act as a consulting company for all types of 
projects and budget levels, assisting and advising each client 
according to their needs .

With interior design proposals that incorporate art, we 
contribute substantially to the improvement of workspaces, 
productivity and good habitability. Through our own gallery 
and those of our partners, we offer an exclusive, accessible 
and varied curation. 
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Hotel and Corporate Projects

In the last 10 years, Lucchetta + Partners 
has diversi ed and specialized in corpo-

rate interior design and hospitality 
projects. Including artistic interventions 

developed especially for each client or 
project, we introduce art as an added 

value in all our proposals.   

“Understanding the functional, aesthe-
tic and budgetary needs of each client 

or project, we develop coherent, 
creative and high-value proposals with 

quality designs that improve user 
experience, increase space use efficien-

cy, and enhance productivity.
We create beauty in all its forms.” 

Arch. Caro Lucchetta / CEO

We envision, create and build 
unique spaces that lodge perfection.

ESPAÑOL
ENGLISH  
ITALIANOInterior design for Restaurant CANELO in Hotel Konke / Buenos Aires – ARG

Master Suite Project for IGUAZÚ RESORT / Iguazú – ARG-BRA

Our VISION 
Contribute to the improvement of human habi-
tat in residential, work and recreation contexts 
respecting the environment, minimizing 
process times and providing, with art and the 
use of good design practices, more humane 
and sensitive solutions that offer beauty along 
with a greater connection with nature and 
human consciousness.

Our VALUES 
Professional responsibility, interpersonal 
respect, kindness and a good working environ-
ment are essential values for our team. We 
approach each task with dedication, passion 
and always being grateful for the trust placed 
in our experience and creativity.

Our METHODOLOGY
With each new client or project, a new challen-
ge opens up for us. We face it with joy and 
professionalism.

We know how to listen to our clients; we know 
how to contribute with new ideas that ensure 
the best result possible. We always keep our 
word and nourish every creative act with 
beauty. 

These qualities guide all our actions to ensure 
total client satisfaction. 

Clients who choose us time and again also 
recommend us. This is the true prize for us, 
and our motivation to continue improving.
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We create unique and inspiring spaces where elegance and creativity merge. 
Our vast experience in interior design for hotels and gastronomic facilities positions us as an authority in 
this segment and as an innovative brand as well.

LUCCHETTA + Partners  I  studio

We create spaces with beauty to expe-
rience, enjoy and remember. 

Our designs and proposals are unique 
and unrepeatable works, with soul and 
identity.

Hotels and Hospitality Companies

Since our beginnings as an interior design studio, we have 
specialized in hotels. Hospitality projects are the ones that 
excite us most and challenge us as architects and designers, 
and where we allow ourselves to y higher with our ideas and 
creativity.

Our mission is very clear: to guarantee visitors and users a 
truly unique experience that they will always remember or 
want to repeat. 

We understand that “good hotel architecture” must combine 
the functional, the aesthetic, and the ludic. It must also be 
inspirational and pleasant, ensuring quality and comfort 
within its own style or character. 

We work to enhance hotels with the added value of our 
services and know-how.

Restaurants and Gastronomy

Within the Hospitality segment, we develop projects for 
restaurants, cafes, delis, bistros, food courts and special 
kitchens, working with the best brands and suppliers on the 
market.

Lobby at ASOLANI HOTEL BOUTIQUE / Treviso, ITA.

Master Suite in ALVEAR TOWER / Buenos Aires – ARG
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Our passion for what we do 
drives us to create more and better beauty.

ESPAÑOL
ENGLISH  
ITALIANO

Project for a luxury restaurant at ASOLANI HOTEL BOUTIQUE / Treviso – ITA
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Identity, functionality and beauty are the bases of our interior design proposals for companies. The 
incorporation of art as an instrument to enhance work spaces provides bene cial results for people, 
productivity and services.

LUCCHETTA + Partners  I  studio

Living and feeling work spaces subs-
tantially determines people's quality 
of life.

Interior design must meet the needs, pro-
moting healthy and creative environ-
ments that can boost enjoyment and effi-
ciency.

Offices and meeting rooms
Many companies hire us to improve their work spaces. The 

rst step towards achieving this goal is to study the internal 
dynamics of each client or company, identifying the volume 
of personnel, the available spaces and the physical and 
non-physical obstacles that condition them.

Our proposals overcome all these conditions and offer,   
through a conscious, modern, accessible, efficient design 
aligned with the corporate image and the company values, 
the best cost-bene t solution.

We study and propose the best options for all types of open 
offices, whether with cubicles, workstations or communal 
tables for free use; with recreation and/or rest areas; with 
individual or private executive offices. Also for different 
classes of meeting rooms, as well as other special areas.

Prior to the onset of each project, we establish an 
agreed-upon program of needs, respecting the corporate 
characteristics of each brand.

At Lucchetta + Partners we adjust to preset budgets and 
deadlines according to the requirements of each company. 
We prepare corporate interior design proposals for our own 
projects and for those of other architectural rms or develop-
ment companies.

Business Center and cava for HOTEL BOUTIQUE / Treviso – ITA
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ESPAÑOL
ENGLISH 
ITALIANOLiving room and reception for a private residence and office in ALVEAR TOWER / Buenos Aires – ARG

Imagen 10 / O cinas de Marketing

Friendly, beautiful and flexible workspaces 
improves communication, creativity and efficiency.

Offices for managers
With a wide range of options, nishing details and 
designs, we develop premium offices for executives 
and/or company directors. 

Each of them is a tailored project suited to the uses, 
tastes and preferences of the end user, and based on a 
predetermined budget range.

Halls and common areas
In every corporate interior design project, the main 
hall, common circulations (whether horizontal or 
vertical) and common areas must represent the pree-
minence and corporate image of the company.

It is in these spaces where interior design allocates 
greater efforts and budget. 

Our design proposals seek to balance the costs and 
the desired aesthetics, optimizing resources and 
evaluating the best options that can ensure beauty, 
quality and elegance.

Recycling of industrial or factory 
spaces
In existing buildings with industrial or 
production uses, we propose interior design 
alternatives adapted to the production 
processes, seeking improvements in spatial 
quality that can be measurable and that 
generate positive changes in habits for the 
daily life of workers. 

We use art as a fundamental resource in this 
type of proposals.
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Interior design for real estate developments

Lucchetta + Partners is the brand chosen by important 
international broker companies for the development of the 
interior designs of their medium and high-luxury residential 
projects.

We design and present mockups of the different functional 
units, as well as carrying out the comprehensive development 
of the interior design of the entire project, including green 
areas and public spaces.

# 07

Today, housing as a space for family containment and recreation requires the ability to adapt to new 
human relationships; to new individual, family and socio-cultural situations.
A modern house must be able to mutate, contract or expand as required, ensuring beauty, comfort and 
quality for a life that accompanies the expansion of the human potential of those who live in it.

LUCCHETTA + Partners  I  studio

Our expertise in the design of medium 
and high-luxury residential spaces is 
one of our greatest strengths.

We know how to interpret, adapt and cap-
ture the functional, aesthetic and budget 
needs of our clients, with architectural 
interior design proposals that enhance 
and optimize spaces and resources.

Houses and private residences

With more than 20 years of international experience                   
developing single-family and multi-family residences, we 
have contributed to improving the quality of life of many 
people.

Whenever a person or a family chooses us to create the 
spaces in their home; when they trust in our creative capacity, 
in our professionalism, commitment and passion, we feel 
great joy and pleasure.

MASTER SUITE Project / Treviso – ITA 
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Modern housing must be capable of mutating, 
uniting and separating, adapting to new uses and interactions.

ESPAÑOL
ENGLISH  
ITALIANOMASTER SUITE project / Treviso -  ITA

Business center and private cellar / Treviso – ITA

Entrance hall for a residence / Buenos Aires – ARG

"We focus on creating and building wellness spaces that satisfy the desires 
of each user. Prioritizing the quality of materials and equipment, we 

develop spaces that boast sophistication and elegance. We design every 
detail with great passion and beauty. These are the bases of our commit-

ment to each client and project."

Natalia Huerta / Associate architect
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The development of interior design projects for yachts, from our headquarters in Asolo (Italy), is our most 
recent activity. It has presented us the greatest challenge, since this is the most demanding design segment. 
The development of interior designs for yachts and cruises has been the most signi cant leap in our careers 
as architects and design professionals.

LUCCHETTA + Partners  I  studio

Luxury naval architecture is a niche 
that we are passionate about.

We work in coordination with naval engi-
neers, boat owners and specialized manu-
facturers and suppliers based in Europe 
and in the USA.

Cruises and commercial vessels

Our rm develops interior designs for all types of cruises and 
commercial boats. Our approach in these projects is based on 
the detailed study of the client's speci c requirements, and on 
the optimization of spaces, ensuring architectures and    
designs with great visual and aesthetic impact.

Main suite and living room project for SUPERSPORT 72 MD Yacht

Master Suite en Residencia ALVEAR TOWER, Buenos Aires - ARG

Custom yachts

When we design and customize a boat, we engage with the 
client as if they were entrusting us to design their own house 
(though on the water).

We work so that each interior design has the character and 
style the owner desires. We know how to interpret exactly 
what the client expects and that is what we focus on.

"Our fascination with boat interior design is fuelled by 
the fusion of elegance and functionality. Every corner 
becomes an opportunity to create an oasis of comfort 

and style. With a careful selection of materials and 
efficient design, we transform boats into oating jewels 

of architecture and design."

Matias Carenzo / Associate architect
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Luxury, sophistication and perfection
are synonymous with our proposals for boats.

ESPAÑOL
ENGLISH  
ITALIANOMain suite and living room project for SUPERSPORT 72 MD Yacht
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LUCCHETTA + Partners  I  galleria d'arte

UMANA Galleria was born as a 
“window to the world”, to provide 
artistic solutions to projects in the 
residential, corporate and medium 
and high-luxury hotel segments.

Focusing on providing personalized proposals and    
services, we work with international artists and in 
different segments of art. We also stage in-person and 
virtual exhibitions with innovative themes and the parti-
cipation of artists from our partner galleries, as well as 
independent and emerging artists.

We know how to nd the right art piece or the most 
suitable artist for each project, and propose the best way 
to display each work to enhance the qualities of the 
spaces and, at the same time, satisfy each client's tastes 
and expectations. 

“We approach each new project with the 
highest professional commitment, 

though not forgetting to enjoy and 
make our clients enjoy each stage in the 
creative process. Our artists are selected 

by curators according to the needs of 
our projects.” 

Caro Lucchetta  / CEO 

Photos from the UMANA 2022 art exhibition / Asolo – ITA

UMANA is the brand of our Contemporary Art Gallery based in Asolo (Italy). It provides us with the works of 
art we need for our projects.

It holds exhibitions, promotes artists and nds the best art options for each project within its own portfolio 
or in collaboration with its extensive international network of partner galleries.

Exhibition at the Alvear ICON Hotel in Puerto Madero / Buenos Aires - ARG
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ESPAÑOL
ENGLISH  
ITALIANO

Art setting of the main hall in ALVEAR TOWER / Buenos Aires – ARG

Partner galleries & Art dealers

How to be part of our international 
network?

At Lucchetta + Partners we believe that teamwork is 
always the best alternative. Given our specialization in 
Art for Architecture and Interior Design, we have clients 
who request artistic productions of different styles and 
characteristics.

Working with other galleries on a reciprocal basis has led 
to the creation of an international network that                
enhances capabilities and boosts the chances of nding 
the perfect art or artist for each project.

If you own an art gallery or work as an art dealer 
and you are interested in becoming part of our 
network write to us at umana@studiolucchett.com 
indicating your website and contact information.

Artists

How to be part of our brand and our 
artist portfolio?

Our gallery searches for and proposes 
artistic pieces that perfectly t the require-
ments and expectations of our clients.

Aiming to provide our clients and projects with 
the most suitable options, every month we open 
the call to new talents. We are an open gallery that 
is part of an international network of partner 
galleries, promoting the search for works and 
artists.

Another way to become part of our gallery is   
participating in group exhibitions. Check our 
exhibition agenda on our website to nd the 
available options.

If you wish to apply to be one of our artists, please 
e-mail us at galleria@studiolucchetta.com. Send 
us all your contact information and attach your 
portfolio of works (no more than 10 MB).

Our team of curators will evaluate your 
application and will contact you if you are 
selected.

Custom art, Art on demand
Special developments

One of the exclusive services we provide at 
UMANA Galleria is the creation of 

made-to-order unique pieces.

Based on a particular theme or develop-
ment, our clients ask us to create unpubli-
shed works for their spaces or companies.

This is where our sensitivity, experience and 
professionalism come together with our 

passion in the search and selection of the 
most suitable artist.

Understanding the functional, aesthetic, 

budgetary and brand needs of each client 

or project, we develop coherent, creative 

and high-value proposals with quality 

designs that improve user experiences, 

productivity and efficiency                               

in the use of spaces.

Art is an essential expressive resource
that contributes to strengthening happiness, creativity and 

productivity of human beings in the spaces where they live.



For Worldwide Business or contact

LUCCHETTA + Partners

International Interior Design & Art Consultants 

global@studiolucchetta.com

Via Leonardo da Vinci,18 - Casella di Asolo

31010 / Treviso

ITALIA

Americas +(54) 911.5846.5493
Europa +(39) 379.221.5282

studio I galleria I  atelier

Lucchetta + Partners is an international 
medium and high-luxury art and interior 
design consulting rm with offices in Asolo 
(Italy) and Buenos Aires (Argentina), and with 
more than 20 years of experience designing and 
participating in residential, corporate, c[[om-
mercial, hospitality and nautical projects.

We offer creative solutions with the highest level 
of design and quality standards, including the 
possibility of turnkey projects that include the 
comprehensive provision of equipment, whe-
ther from recognized international brands or 
specially manufactured by our partner suppliers.


